The weak power substitution property for rings of matrices over the ring of functions on a compact metric space X is given in terms of cohomological dimension. A compactum with the ring of complex functions C(X) having the following property is constructed: the units of C(X) are not dense in C(X) and they are dense among squares.
Introduction
The power substitution property for rings was introduced by Goodearl [1] . Then that property was applied to the following topological problem [2] :
Let n, Çx and & be complex or real vector bundles on a topological space X. Under what kind of conditions does the equality n®S,x = n © t\2 imply wcji = mt¡2 for some natural number m £ N ?
There is the natural bijection between complex (real) bundles on a compactum X and projective modules over the ring of all complex (real) functions C(X) which is defined by prescribing to a given vector bundle £ the group of its continuous sections T(c¡). If the endomorphism ring of T(n) satisfies the power substitution property, then the answer to the above question is affirmative.
A ring R has the power substitution property if for any equality ax + by = I there exists a natural number « such that al" + bMn(R) contains a unit; here Mn(R) denotes the ring of all n x « matrices over R and ln denotes the identity matrix. For a commutative ring R this property is the same as the following: whenever aR + I = R for some ideal / there exists a natural « such that al" + M"(I) contains a unit. For non-commutative rings the second property leads to the definition of the weak power substitution property. It's easy to check that the power substitution implies the weak power substitution. These definitions are taken from [3] . In this paper we show that the ring M"(C(X)) has the weak power substitution property if and only if the compactum X has cohomological dimension with respect to rationals less than or equal to three in the case of real-valued functions: dimQ X < 3 . In the case of complex-valued functions it's equivalent to dimQ X < 1. This result is based on the main results of [3] . For « = 1,2 it was proved in [1] . The main result of this paper answers the following question by R. Camps: Does there exist an m-dimensional compactum Y with m > 2 suchthat Cc(T) has the power substitution property with fixed « for all a,b1 The answer is positive. In this case we shall call our ring Cc(Y) having the n-power subsitution property. We construct a compactum Y of that sort with the property: the units are nowhere dense in C = Cc(Y) and they are dense in C2, i.e. for every complex function / the square f2 can be approximated by units, i.e. functions missing zero in C.
Still there is an open question to characterize compact metric spaces whose matrix rings of real (complex) functions have the power substitution («-power substitution) property. In particular does the weak power substitution property imply a power substitution for that kind of rings?
Weak power substitution
Denote by pm : S0(h) -> SO(nm) the composition of taking the «i-th power of matrices and the natural inclusion SO(n) -> S(nm). Similarly, for the complex case denote its composition by qm: SU(n) -> SU(nm), and denote taking the m-th power for the circle by (-)m : Sx -> Sx.
The following two propositions define the weak power substitution property for matrix rings over functional spaces in topological terms [3] . By a partial map of a topological space X we mean an arbitrary continuous map of a closed subset of X. Let X and M be topological spaces, and denote by XxM the following extension property: for every partial map f: A -> M, there exists an extension f: X -> M. The other notation for that is M £ AE(X) which is to be read " M is an absolute extensor for a space X ". Let N be a subspace of M. Then it's quite natural to denote by Xx(M, N) the above extension property where mappings / with the ranges restricted to N are considered. The next generalization of Xx(M, N) is to consider an arbitrary map g: N -> M instead of an imbedding. Let us denote that extension property by Xxg. For decent spaces M and N the last extension property Xxg is equivalent to the previous Xx(Mg, N) where Mg denotes the mapping cylinder of the map g and 7Y c Mg is the natural inclusion of the domain /V in the mapping cylinder.
By K(G,n) we denote an Eilenberg-MacLane complex for a group G. I would like to recall that the extension property XxK(G, n) means precisely that the cohomological dimension of X is less than or equal to « [4] , [5] . So, that extension property can serve as a definition of cohomological dimension with respect to a group G. Notation is dimG X.
Let 5O(0) ) SO(n)(0), SU^0) and SU(n)^o) be localizations at 0 of spaces SO, SO(n), SU and SU(n) [10] . Let hk denote a map generated by taking the Ac-th power in SO. Note that SO^o) is the direct limit of the sequence Mx -> M2 -> My -> • • • where the k-th space Mk is the union of mapping cylinders of h¡ : SO -* SO with i < k, which is called a telescope of (hi : i < k), and the k-th bonding map is the inclusion of Mk in Mk+X . The inclusion of SO(n) in SO defines the natural inclusion of SO(n)(o) C SOŵ here SO(n)^o) is the direct limit of a corresponding subsequence of telescopes N¡. There is a similar construction for the pair (SU@) > S{y(«)(o)) • Note that the same construction works for the circle and the space SL is the EilenbergMacLane space K(Q, I). an extension over X to the map to Mi+m . Therefore / has an extension to SO{0).
(a') =*• (a). Let /: A -* SO(n) be a partial map. We may assume that SO(n) is the first space in our telescope construction for SO(n)^ . Let f:X-> SO^o) be an extension of /. Since X is compact, there is a number k such that f(X) c Mk and even more, it lies in some fc-telescope Lk of SO(l) 's contained in Mk . If I < k , then (a) is checked with m -k . If / > k , we consider the projection on the /-level in our direct system and then (a) holds with m -l.
A compactness of X easily implies the equivalence (b) & (b') • The proof of (c) •» (c') is similar. G Lemma 4. For finite dimensional compacta the property (b') implies (c1) ; and (a') is equivalent to (a") : dimQ X < 3, provided n > 3.
Proof. Show that (b') implies XtSUq) . According to Theorem 10 of [7] XxSU(o) is equivalent to dim^ X < i where n¡ = n¡(SU(0)) is a vector space over Q. So, since only the third (and higher) homotopy group of SU(0) is not trivial, XxSU(o) is equivalent to dimQX<3 and (b') implies that.
According to Bott's theorem n¡(SO(p)) = Q if / = &k + 3 or i = Sk -1 and = 0 otherwise. Then again by Theorem 10 of [7] (a") implies (a'). In order to complete the proof we need a relative version of Theorem 6 of [7] . D Note that w o f restricted on A coincides with h' o f. Denote by g' a homotopy inverse map to «'. We know that the map h' o f is extendable. Then the map g' o h' o f is extendable. Since g' o h' is homotopic to the identity map, the composition g' oh' of is homotopic to /. The Homotopy Extension Theorem implies that there exists an extension of /. Since / is an arbitrary partial map, we have dimQ X < 3 . D
We summarize the above in the following theorems.
Theorem 6. Let X be a compact metric space. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) M"(Cr(X)) has the weak power substitution for some «>3.
(2) dimQ^r < 3.
(3) M"(Cr(X)) has the weak power substitution for all n.
Note that M"(Cr(X)) always has the power substitution for n = 1, 2 [2] , [3] .
Theorem 7. Let X be a compact metric space. Then the following are equivalent :
(1) M"(Cc(X)) has the weak power substitution for some n.
(2) dimQ X < I.
(3) M"(Cc(X)) has the weak power substitution for all n.
«-POWER SUBSTITUTION
Let (-)" : Sx -> Sx be a map of the circle to itself of degree « (taking the «-th power). It follows by [3] that the ring of complex functions on a compactum X has «-power substitution if and only if Xx(-)n .
Theorem 8. For every « and every prime p there exist an n-dimensional compactum X with the p"'1-power substitution of Cc(X).
Corollary 9. There exist a compactum X such that the space of units UCq (X) is not dense in Cc(X) and UCc(X) is dense in Cc(X)2 = {f2 : f e Cq(X)} .
Proof. The compactum X of the theorem for « = p = 2 has the requisite properties. First, we recall that if UCc(X) is dense in Cc(X), then dim X < 1 [6] . Since dimX > 2, the units are not dense in Cc(X). Note that X has the property Xx(-)2.
Let f: X -> C and e > 0 be given; we construct g: X -* C -{0} to be e-close to f2. Let S\ = {z £ C: \z\ = e} be the circle bounding the disk D£ in the complex plane C. f For every h: Z ^ X we denote the pair (h~x(X), h~x(Y)) by h~x(X,Y).
We need the following lemmata.
Lemma 10. For any simplicial complex (L,n) over the n-dimensional simplex o" and for every prime p there is a map of an n-dimensional polyhedron t¡: R -► L such that:
(1) for every simplex A c L the property ¿j_1(^> öA)t(-)p holds, where (-)p : Sx -> Sx denotes taking the p-th power on the unit circle, By the definition in [11] a simplicial complex over the simplex a is a polyhedron L with a simplicial map n: L -* a such that the restriction of n on every simplex of L is injective. Note that the first barycentric subdivision of any triangulation of the «-dimensional polyhedron L defines a structure of simplicial complex over the «-simplex.
Proof. A similar lemma is proved in [5] .
We apply induction on « . For « = 1 we may define R = L and ¿; = id. In order to make the inductive step from « to (« + 1) we need to construct that resolution for the (n + 1)-dimensional simplex a . Then for an arbitrary simplicial complex (L,n) over the (« + l)-simplex we may apply a pull-back construction. Since ¿¡y is an isomorphism in the dimension n, y* is also an isomorphism. D Lemma 11. Let a compactum X -lim{.P, ; q\+x} be a limit space of the inverse system of n-dimensional polyhedra provided with triangulations x¡ such that (1) limmeshqk+,(xkJt¡) =0 VJfc, (2) (#/+l)-1(L) is a subpolyhedron of P¡+x with respect to xi+x for every subcomplex L c P,■, (3) ((q¡+x)~x(o, do))x(-)p holds for every simplex o£x¡. Then Xr(-}D'"'. Proof. Let A be a closed subset of X and cf>: A -» Sx be an arbitrary map. Since Sx is an ANR, for large enough i there is a subcomplex A¡ c P¡ with respect to the triangulation x¡ and a map 4>¡ : A, -> Sx such that the restriction <I>í°Q?°\a is homotopic to <f>. Since Sx is path-connected, there is an extension <b': PW U A¡ -* Sx of (pi. Let tpx = </>' o q'+l and W" = (qÍ+x)-[(PJn) U A¡).
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